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0. INTRODUCTION 
THE VECTORS bundle PrrM of Horrocks-Mumford [9] on P, admits a four-dimensional 
vector space I = IFHM of sections. Its associated projective space P,T is birationally 
equivalent to the moduli space of abelian surfaces with a polarization of type (1, 5) and a 
level-S-structure [9,96]. The aim of this note is to identify abelian surfaces parametrized by 
certain surfaces in this P,T using explicit constructions and calculations. The major 
property of FHM which we use is its large group of symmetries; which group indeed 
determines the bundle itself. Further properties of 9,,, as stated e.g. in Cl], are used in 
section 3 where a method is described to construct the abelian surfaces. This method is then 
applied in special cases. 
The paper contains the following results: 
0.1. There is a surface A of degree 10, the trisecant surface to a rational sextic curve 
C, c P, I-, parametrizing degenerate surfaces. This was shown in [ 11. 
0.2. The diagonal cubic X, embeds naturally in P,T. (The latter is acted on by the 
icosahedral group.) Hulek and Lange [S] show that X, parametrizes Comessatti surfaces, 
i.e. principally polarized surfaces with real multiplication in Q(G). They use Hirzebruch’s 
identification [6] of X, as the corresponding Hilbert modular surface. Here we give another 
proof for the result of Hulek-Lange, independent of the transcendental theory of Hilbert 
modular surfaces. 
0.3. The tangent scroll T = T(C,) has degree 10. We show: points on T\A parametrize 
surfaces E, x E,/Z, x Z, isogenous to a product of elliptic curves. 
0.4. In [7] Hulek and Lange constructed embeddings in P, of abelian surfaces 
E, x E,/Z,. We identify the surface parametrizing these abelian surfaces as a union of six 
rational quintics, the equations of which are computed. 
0.5. P, contains 12 distinguished planes, permuted transitively under the icosahedral 
group. These planes parametrize quotients Jac(B)/Z,, where B is a curve of genus two 
“carrying a Storsion point” and the Z, action is geneated by this point. Equations for all 
these curves are presented. 
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To obtain (0.4), we explicitly compute the coordinates of six halfperiods on the embedded 
surfaces E, x EJZ, 4 P,. These coordinates, “Theta Null values”, identify HM-surfaces 
Cl]. To obtain (0.2), (0.3) and (0.5) another method is used: Any HM-surface corresponding 
to a point x E P, r\A in the moduli space is reconstructed as (the dual abelian surface of) a 
4-fold cover of P,. It factors through a double cover of P, branched over the sextic curve 
C,, projection of C, from the point x. This situation was studied in detail in [2]. 
0.6. Notation. Horrocks-Mumford is abbreviated to HM. FHM denotes the bundle of 
Horrocks and Mumford [9]. The base field is the complex numbers C. We specify: 
E = e2nii5, q = E+E4, r/‘=E2+E3. 
1. COORDINATES AND EQUATIONS 
1.1. In this section we introduce coordinates x0, . . . , x3 on the 4-dimensional vector 
space I- = TYG,, and fix some notation. The base space P, contains 25 lines (HM-lines) L, 
for which FHMI Lij = Op,( - 1) @ LopI (6). Each line, e.g. L,,, from [9], is invariant under a 
binary icosahedral group SL(2, F,) contained in the HM-symmetry group of order 15000. 
The elements 
of this SL(2, F5) act on 
_;) p=(; :) v=(: :) 6=(-Y ;)
Loo as 
w.r.t. certain homogeneous coordinates (2:~) on Loo. These coordinates are uniquely 
determined by this form of the action (and are the restriction to Loo of the first and second 
coordinate on P, used in [9]. 
Restriction 
I- = wHM + r(~HMiLOO) = r(op,(- 1) 0 up,) = rop1(6) 
is an SL(2, F,)-equivariant identification [l, lemma 4.21 of r with the 4-dimensional 
SL(2, F,)-invariant subspace of T0p1(6) spanned by the binary sextics 
A(15 + 2p5), ,U(,U5 - 217, %4$, 5Fp4. 
Fixing this basis once and for all we introduce coordinates x0, x1, x2, x3 on r by 
restr(x) = x0. &I5 + 2$) + x1 .p(p5 - 2A5) + x2. 5A4p2 + x3. 512p4 for x E r. 
On r the SL(2, F,)-action descends to &;4, = SL(2, F,)/{ f l}; in coordinates xi one 
~:[~~:J v:i:*;rJ &$ IV; j 1;). 
Embedding r + C5 via 
Zk = &4kXo i- &kX1 -&=x2 -&=x3, k = 0, . . . ,4 
has 
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as the subspace 1:~~ = 0, this action becomes just the permutation representation on the 
coordinates zi 
~:(14)(23) v: (01234) 6: (13)(24). 
In particular the diagonal surface of degree n 
x”:~~zi=~;:z~=ocP,I- 
is invariant. We need explicitly the diagonal cubic 
x,:x;x,+x:x,-(x,x:+x,x:)=0 (1) 
It is the image of the SL(2, F,)-equivariant rational map P, + P, sending (yi : y,: y3)e P, to 
xy = (Y,YZ -y::y:-YlY::Y,(Y,Y, -Y:):Y,(Y: -Y*Yd). (2) 
1.2. Singular HM-surfaces. For 0 # x E I we denote by A, c P, the surface of zeros of 
x (as a scheme). Such surfaces A, we call HM-surfaces. In doing this we shall usually not 
distinguish between x and its corresponding point in P, = PT. In [l] we showed: A, is 
singular if and only if rest+) has a multiple root. The following is a stratification of the 
space P, I according to the numbers of coincident roots of the sextic polynomial restr(x): 
multiplicities locus of x E P, 
21111 A = trisecant surface of C, 
3111 C 12 
222 C.5 
2211 six double tangents to C, 
42 twelve icosahedral point on C, 
Here C, and C,, are the following rational curves in P,: 
C, : (s:t)t--+ x(s; t) = (5s4tZ: 5s’ t4: ~(2s’ + t5): s(s5 - 29)) 
C,,:(s: t)k+(k3t4(3s5 -44t5): 5s4t3(4s5 + 3t5): 
~~(6s” + 24s5t5 + t’“):s2(-ss’o - 24s5t5 + 6~“)). 
Proof for stratijication. If x E C, then restr(x) = 5P:, with 
P,(s, t; A, p) = s2tA3 - t3A2p + s3Ap2 + st2p3, 
is a perfect square. It is easy to check the converse: Whenever restr(x) is a square, then 
x E C,. Two roots of the cubic polynomial in 2, p coincide if and only if (2: CL) is one of the 
twelve icosahedral points [2, section 11. This shows the assertion for multiplicities 222 
and 42. 
The sextic restr(x) has two, resp. three, coincident roots if and only if the vector 
has its first two, resp. three, entries vanishing. (If necessary replace 6, by 6,.) Fixing (n:~), 
vanishing of the first two entries means that x lies on a line L(n:p) c P,. When (A:~)EP~ 
moves, these lines L(A:p) sweep out the trisecant surface A of C, [2, section 21. The 
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vanishing of all three entries means (x0: . . . :x3) = (D,: . . . : iIs), where Di = D,(1, p) are 
the 3 x 3 minors of the above 3 x 4 matrix. When (1: ,u) E P, moves, these points move on 
C,,. This shows the assertion for 21111 and 3111. 
Finally, restr(x) has two pairs of coincident roots, if x lies on two trisecants of C,. 
Outside of C, this never happens [2, dual of (2.4)] unless the trisecants coincide, and 
are then tangents to two opposite icosahedral points on C,. This shows the assertion 
for 2211. I 
Singular HM-surfaces were classified in [ 11. They correspond to the strata given above 
as follows: 
21111 translation scroll on an elliptic quintic normal curve 
3111 tangent scroll on an elliptic quintic normal curve 
222 (doubled) elliptic quintic scroll 
2211 five quadrics, cf. [9, p. SO] 
42 five double planes. 
2. HULEK-LANGE SURFACES 
2.1. Let A = E, x E,/((t,, t2)) with E, and E, elliptic curves, and t, and t, translations 
of order five on E, and E,. The images F,, F, of E,, E, on A are elliptic curves with 
F, . F, = 5. Hulek and Lange [7] showed that the linear system 1 F, + F, 1 on A is 
basepoint-free. It even is very ample, hence defines an embedding A 4 P,, unless there is an 
isomorphism F, 1 F, carrying t, to t,. 
Letting q: E, x E, --+ A denote the quotient map we have 
q*(F, + F,) = i (tl;E, + t;E,) 
i=O 
q*~Af’, + FJ = OE, x E,(& + b)@‘. 
The group of translations leaving this bundle invariant is the full group of i-periods on 
E, x E,. A +-period T descends to A as a translation for O,(F, + F,) if and only if we can lift 
r and t = (ti, t2) to the bundle space of Lo,, X E,(EI + E,)@5 such that they commute there. 
Consider the t-periods on E, x E, as a 4-dimensional F,-vectorspace W = W, x W,, 
Wi the t-periods on Ei. The commutator of liftings to OE, X E,(E1 + E,)@S defines a 
nondegenerate symplectic form 
(0, r> = (01, r1> + <a,, r,>, rJi, ZiE wi 
on W. Denoting by t’ the. orthogonal complement w.r.t. this form, the 2-dimensional F,- 
space t’/F,t is naturally isomorphic to the translations on A leaving O,(F, + F,) invariant. 
A level-Sstructure on A therefore is defined by two elements 0, r E ti such that (G, t) = 1. 
2.2. LEMMA. The space of abelian surfaces A = E, x E2/(t) with level-5-structure is a 
surface with six irreducible components. 
Proof: The space in question is parametrized by 8-tuplets 
with 
E,, E, elliptic curves; 
ti # 0 some i-period on Ei, i = 1, 2; 
oi, ti some i-periods on Ei, i = 1, 2 satisfying 
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We put 
m:= (tl, al> = - (tz, a2), n:= (tl,zl) = - (t2, zz) 
and intend to show: all 8-tuplets above with the same value (m: n) E P,(F,) are parametrized 
by an irreducible surface. 
Interchanging m and n, and passing to some multiple of t we may assume w.1.o.g. that 
m = 1. Recall that the modular curve 
X(5) = Z/I(5) = P,(C)\{12 icosahedral points} 
parametrizes elliptic curves with level-5-structure, i.e. all the triplets Ei, ti, ai with 
(ti, ai) = 1. Then X(5) x X(5) parametrizes 6-tuplets E,, E,, (tl, tz), (al, a2) with 
(tl, a,) = 1, (t2, a,) = - 1. For fixed n, the pair (z,, r2) is uniquely determined by 
(t,,r,) = -(r,,r,j = n, (al,rl)+(a2,r2) = 1 
up to adding a multiple of t, which does not influence the level structure on A. I 
2.3. Recall the classical representation of elliptic curves with level-5-structure [l l] 
E(1, p) = (~YEP,]Q, = . . . = Q4 = 0} 
Qi(Y) =Q~(~:P,.Y) =~'.~i+~~i+3+~~~~?-_'.~i+~~i+4~ 
The level-5-structure is defined by 
a:ykHyk-19 2:ykH&-kyk 
acting as translations on all E(& ,u). The involution 1: y,~y_, induces an involution on 
each E(1, ,u) with fixed points 
(O:A: -p:p: -2) 
3 points (y,:y,:y,:y,:y,) satisfying 
yo=$y2 !t_yz ( > 2 Yl 
i3p.y: + A4.yfy, - p4.y,y: + p4.y: = 0 
on P; := {y, = y, + y, = y, + y, = 0 ) 
I 
onP::=(y,-y,=y,-y,=O} 
Any 4-tuplet (El, E,, t,, t2) as above is obtained from curves Ei = E(Ai, pi) i = 1,2 in 
this family, with ti on Ei induced by y, I--+ Ykyk. Letting yp’ be the homogenous coordinates 
restricted to Ei, a basis for t-invariant sections in lYOE, x E,(E1 + E,)@’ is 
a0 = yb"Yt', z1 = y',')yY', z* = y',')y$"', z3 = y$i’y’,2’, zq = yk’)y’:‘. 
A level-5-structure on A = El x E2/(tl, t2) is defined by 
a:zkk-+zk-l, a = (a,, a2), al: yh’)k-+y~‘j,, a2 : yp) t+ yi2i 1 
Z:ZkH&-kZk, r = (r1, rJ, Zl:yl’)H&2ky~1), t2 : yp’ I-+ &JkYji2) 
and (z,,: . . . :z4) gives a Heisenberg-equivariant map A + P,. 
2.4. Our aim is to determine the theta-nullpoints, i.e. the six points of A on P; = L,,. If 
A = A,, these are the zeros of restr(x). They are the images of (e,, e2)E El x E, with 
e, = El n P; and e2EE2nP: 
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or 
e,EE,nP: and e, = E,nP,. 
Their coordinates are (O:z,:z,: -z2: -z,), with 
z1 = A, y’:‘, z2 = -P1Y(zz), where y\*‘: y$*' are the roots of 
xP2.Y: + G.Y?Y* -P;.YlY: + A2d.Y: = 0 
Zl = A,y’,l’, 22 = -P*Y’:‘, where y\i’:yl” are the roots of 
GP1.Y: + n~.Y:Y*--~~YlY~+~l~L:.Y: =a 
Hence the six values zl : z2 are the roots of the sextic 
=PlP2(~lPl~2P2)3~zl(z: +m + ~l~2(~,cLl~2~2)3~~2(~:-~~:) 
+ pL:/&:g - n:pL: -pL:A:).z:z: + A:A:(p;p; + n:p: + p;n:).ZfZ;. 
Using symmetric parameters 
a = &A,, b = plp2, c = Alp2 +plA2 
the coordinates in I are 
x 0 = a3b4 , xl = a4b3, x2 = fb*(a’ -d), x3 = ia2(b5 + d) 
where d := c5 + Sabc(ab - c’) = A: p: + p; 2;. They satisfy the quintic equation: 
5(x; + x:, - xoxl(x;x3 + x:x,, = 0. (3) 
2.5. The quintic surface (3) is irreducible. 
Proof: Each plane clxo + /Ix, = 0 meets the surface in the fixed line x0 = x1 = 0 and in 
the line 
ax, + pxl = 5(a5 - j15)xo + cf3px2 + cg?4X3 = 0. I 
It follows that all x E I with A, a Hulek-Lange surface carrying a level structure as 
considered above, belong to the quintic (3). This quintic is invariant under the dihedral 
group of order 10 in &, generated by n and v, but not under 6. So it will have 6 transforms 
under ,sl,, which together parametrize all Hulek-Lange surfaces. 
3. THE RECONSTRUCTION METHOD 
3.1. Given an explicit geometric description for some moduli space of abelian surfaces, 
there sometimes exists a geometric construction (usually very beautiful) which associates a 
model of the abelian surface to the modular point of the surface. We call this a reconstruc- 
tion of the abelian surface. We know the following examples of reconstruction: 
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The moduli space M,, 2 for principally polarized abelian surfaces with level-Zstructure 
is the dual quartic S* of the Segre cubic primal S3 c P,. The Kummer surface Km(A,) of 
the surface corresponding to a modular point x ES* is the intersection of S* with the 
tangent solid at x [S, theorem (6.1)]. 
The moduli space M,, 3 for principally polarized abelian surfaces with level-3-structure 
is birational to the Burkhardt quartic primal J4 c P,. Here Km(A,) is the intersection of 
the cubic and quadric polar of J, for XE J, [3, (63) on p. 3601. 
The open set U := P,\A is isomorphic to a Zariski-open subset of the moduli space M,, 5 
of abelian surfaces with a (1,5)-polarization and a level-5-structure. 19, 81. It is the aim of 
this section to show: 
3.2. For x E U the surface Km(&) is birational to a double cover %(A,) --+ P, branched 
over the sextic rational curve CX:= z,(C,). Here 7c, is the projection from P, to P, with 
center x. 
Proof: We use the (rational) classifying map 5 : P, + Grass(P, c P3) from [l, sections 2 
and 81. It blows up the 25 lines Lij and maps PEPS\ u Lij to the line L, = P,(xE l-lx(p) = 0). 
It has degree 100. Outside of M = u A,, x E C,, the union of all elliptic scrolls, it has 
maximal rank. 
If 0 # x E I and p E A,\ u Lij the image t(p) is a line L, containing x. All those lines are 
parametrized by points in the plane P,(x A I). So c(A,), the image of the proper transform 
of A,, is contained in this plane. FHM being globally generated near p, there is some x’ E I 
such that p is isolated in A, n A,,. This implies that rlA,\u Lij has a discrete fibre near p. 
dimt(A,) = 2, and [(A,) = P,(x A I). 
The Heisenberg group and the involution 1 acting trivially on I the rational map 
A, + P, factors as follows: 
‘4-A + A/Z,xZ,=A” + &=KmAI+P,. 
blow up (2s:l) (2: 1) 
Here A” is the blow up of A in the 25 x 6 points of A n L,,, A” is the blown up of A in 6 points, 
z;i is the Kummer surface of 2 blown up in the corresponding 6 nodes. The map 
%&A -+ P, will not be birational, so deg@ + P2) 2 100. For general x we have 
deg(A”, -+ Pz) <deg[ = 100, so degrli, = 100 for all XE U, and %A -+ P2 is a double 
cover. 
The branch curve of El& consists of the proper transform of A, n M and (perhaps) of 
blown up points. The branch curve of &A+ P, is the image of these curves. If 
~EA,~M\uL,~ there is some tEC6 with PEA, and <(p)Eut A r, tEC6. This latter 
threefold in Grass(P, c P3) parametrizes all P, meeting Cs. Its intersection with P, 
= P,(x A I) parametrizes all of these P, containing x. They describe the cone over C, with 
top x. So the image in P, of the branch curve contains C, with its 10 nodes. 
In addition it may contain images of the blown up points. However %&A has 10 nodes 
only, so the branch curve in P, must not have more singularities. It therefore has no other 
components but C,. 
Assertion (3.2) shows how to construct A”, as 4-fold cover of the plane: 
&K?i;A,+P,. 
This situation was analyzed carefully in [2]. 
TOP 28:2-H 
I 
(4) 
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3.3. For later use (section 5) we need a relative version of the construction above. So 
define 
A:= (_j XXA, 
xeu 
A:= A/Z, x Z, 
CUXP, 
c u x P,/Z, x z, 
A:= u xxP,(x A lY)c UxP,(A2I-) 
XEU 
B:= u xxC, c A. 
x00 
Then id, x 5 induces a 100: 1 map p: A -+ A and a 4: 1 cover A + A ramified over B. 
4. A SPECIAL POINT IN THE MODULI SPACE 
4.1. The aim of this section is to identify the surface A, with center of projection 
x = (l:O:O:O), 
as well as to describe certain curves on this surface. 
Notice first that x is invariant under the subgroup of order five generated by v in d,. 
Projection from x onto the plane x0 = 0 is equivariant, the action of v on the plane being 
(x1 :x2 :x3) H (&xi :2x2 :.5*x3). We normalize it to 
(X1:X2:X&+(X1:&*X2:&X3). 
The equation of the projected curve C,, being invariant under this action, can be computed. 
c,: 5x:x3 + lox:x;x, -4(x; +4$)x, + x; = 0. 
Equating to zero its three derivatives 
arc, = 2.(15x;x;x, -2(x$ +4x?) + 3x:) 
a,c, = 2o*x,(X;x: + x:x3 -x,x:, 
a,c, = 10.(x:x, +x:x; - 8x,x:) 
we find the 10 nodes; for k = 0, . . . ,4: 
pk = (q:pEk:2-*/5&3k) 
p; = (?‘:2’/5Ek:2-*/5E3k). 
10 nodes and six tritangents appear on the general curve C, [2]. Following the 
description [2, section 21 the six tritangents are determined explicitly: they are projections 
of the six planes [2, (2.2)] 
kf$?,/.L): 1(15 + 2p5)x, + p(p5 - 2A5)x, + 
containing x = (1: 0 : 0 : 0), i.e. satisfying 
;1(15 + 2p5) = 0. 
514$x2 + 512p4x, = 0 
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Solving for 1: p we find up to proportionalities 
A = 0: P,(s, t; 1,~)~ = (st2)2 = x1 on C, 
J. = -2115sk, /, = 1: pi = (_ 2WE3“s2t _ ,2/5,+3 _ 2Weks3 + st2)2 
= 5s2t4 + 2‘+‘5&4’t(2s5 + 9) + 22’5&%(S5 - 2t5) 
= x1 + 24’5&4kX, + 22’5EZkX3 on C, 
for k = 0, . . . , 4. This shows us six tritangents to C,: 
T: x1 =0 
T,: x1 + 24’5~4k~2 + 2’5~2k~3 = 0 k = 0, . . . , 4. 
The following property is particular for x on the diagonal cubic X3, of section 5 below: 
4.2. The conic Q: xlx2+x~ touches C, at 6 points (0: l:O), (32/‘~2k: - 1:31’5~k), for 
k=0,...,4. 
Proof: The polynomial x1x2 + x: pulls back to C, as 
5s2 t4. t(2s5 + t5) + s2(s’ - 2t5)2 = (s(? + 3t5)2. 
The root s = 0 defines a point on C, projecting to (0: 1:O) and (s: t) = (- 31/5ek: 1) define 
points projecting to the other five points on Q. I 
4.3. We trace the fate of Q under th&-fold cover (4). 
Since Q touches C,, its pullback to KmA, splits as Q1 + Q2 with smooth rational curves 
Qi. The tritangent T touches Q in (0: 1 :O), so both curves M, M’ c X, over T meet Q1, Q2 
transversally in one point over (0: 1 :O). The number of branch points on Q1 (or Q2) for 
,& + %Ax is even, so the branch curves M, M,, . . . , M, over T, T,, . . . , T4 together 
meet Qi in an even number of points, and T,, . . . , T4 together in an odd number of points. 
By the symmetry of the v-action, this number (0, 1, or 2) is the same for T,, . . . , T4. It follows 
that T&T,,..., T4 each meet Q1 (and Q2) in one point transversally. The inverse image 
Bi c ,& of Qi is smooth of genus 2, as is Di, the corresponding curve in A’,. Each curve Di 
suffices to identify A, = A’, = Jac(Di). Under Qi -+ Q the six branch points of o”i + Qi go to 
(0: 1:O) and some Z,-orbit under the action generated by v. It follows that the Di are 
isomorphic to the hyperelliptic curve D with affine equation 
4.4. The following observation was communicated to us by H. Lange. 
(a) The surface A, = Jac(D) is simple, i.e. it does not contain any elliptic curve. 
(b) The Picard number of A, is 2. 
ProoJ: (a) This was mentioned by Igusa [lo, p. 648-J. A proof can be given with 
arguments imilar to those in (b). 
(b) By Albert’s classification [13, p. 2023 the endomorphism algebra Endo is one of 
the following types: 
I a totally real algebraic number field 
II, III a quaternion algebra over Q 
IV a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real quadratic extension 
K, of Q. 
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Now A, admits an automorphism c( of order 5. The corresponding element in End, A, has a 
minimal polynomial ~1~ + ~1~ + c? + u + 1 over Q. This excludes II and III, because each 
element there is quadratic over Q. Case I is excluded, because u cannot be real. 
In case IV the “Rosati involution” is complex conjugation with K, as fixed subfield. By 
[13, (3) p. 1901 this implies that NS(A,) has rank 2. I 
It is known [4,12] that the ten nodes Pk, P; E C, are the vertices of a Desargues- 
configuration. In fact it is checked easily that 
Pk, p;+z, PL+,eL,: x1 -2-1’5&4krfx2 +22’5EzkX3 = 0 
‘;, ‘k+l, P,,,EL;: XI - 2-“5&4%7X2 + 22’5&2kX3 = 0. 
_We specify a basis for NS(A,) starting from any Desargues-line, say L,. Its pull-back to 
KmA, splits as L u L’ with rational curves meeting over the three points PO, P2, P3. These 
are then branch points for AX -+ GA,, so on L and L’ there must be an odd number of 
further branch points over L, n T and L, n Tk. Four branch points would yield an elliptic 
curve in A”, and in A,, contradicting Igusa’s result mentioned above. So on both L and L 
there are three further branch points, altogether 6 on each of L and L’. We get two smooth 
genus-2 curves M, M’ c A, with M. M’ = 3 (the three intersections corresponding to 
L n L’). The intersection matrix 
M2 
M,M’ 
has determinant - 5. So M, M’E NS(A,) span a primitive sublattice, i.e. M, M’ form a basis 
for NS(A,). 
4.5. Let us expand two classes in this basis: 
H defining the (1,5) polarization on A, comes from pulling back the lines on P,, hence 
H = M + M’. Also D,, originating from the conic Q, satisfies 0: = 2 and D, . H = 10. Let 
D, = mM + m’M’, then 
10 = (mM + m’M’).(M + M’) = 5(m + m’) 
2 = (mM + m’M’)’ = 2(m2 + mr2 + 3mm’). 
Fig. 1 
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These equations have the unique solution (m, m’) = (3, - 1) or (m, m’) = ( - 1,3). So D, = 
3M - M’ or 3M’- M depending on the component chosen. 
For later use we notice: 
D, + H = 4M is divisible by 4 in NS(A,). (5) 
5. THE DIAGONAL CUBIC X, 
5.1. In this section we give another proof for the identification [8] of the diagonal cubic 
X, c P,I: the points XEX,\A parametrize abelian surfaces A carrying two principal 
polarizations (i.e. two curves C,, C, with C: = Ci = 2) such that C, . C, = 3. The (1,5)- 
polarization is defined by oA(C1 + C,). The basic observation is this: 
For arbitrary c = (ci : c2 : c3) E P, the quadric 
restricts to C, as the perfect square 
(Ci . 5s3 t3 - c* . s(s5 + 3tS) + CJ. t(P - 3s5))2, 
i.e. K, touches C,. Now K, is a cone with vertex 
x,:(c,c: - c;:c; - c1c;:c2(c2c3 -c;):c,(c: - C2C3))EX3. 
In fact, c H x, is the equivariant parametrization (2) of X3 from (1.1). Under projection from 
x,EX~\A the cone K, maps to a conic Q, touching C,. For c = (0: 1:O) we have 
x, = (1 :O:O:O) and Qc:x1x2 +x: = 0 is the conic Q from section 4. 
The conic Qx pulls back to X, as the sum Q1 + Q2 of two smooth rational curves Qi. Let 
Di c & be the curve induced by Qi. For the special point x = (1 :O:O:O) it was shown that 
Di + H is divisible by 4 in NS(&). 
For M,:= a(Di + H) we have Mt = MI = 2, M, . M, = 3. (6) 
5.2. We claim: (6) holds for all XEX~\A. 
Proof: Recall (3.3). Let U’ = X,\A and fi’: A’ + A’ the restriction of fl: A + A from U to 
U’. It is 100: 1 branched over B’ c A’. Let y be the induced double cover of A’ branched over 
B’. We introduce the manifold 
Q:= u XXQ,CA’. 
XCU’ 
It touches B’ wwver both meet. So y-‘Q decomposes locally over each point of B’. The 
normalization y- 1 Q is an unramified double cover of Q. The Stein factorization 
- 
Y-~Q+&U 
induces an unramified double cover 0 -+ U’. The points of I? parametrize the two 
components of y-iQx, for x E U’. This shows that locally over U’ both components D; c A, 
move in a flat family. 
The family A’ + U’ is locally topologically trivial. For x = (1: 0 : 0 : 0) the class of Di + H 
is divisible by 4. This then holds for all XE U’. The intersection numbers Mi. Mj are 
independent of x. I 
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It follows that for xeX,\A the surface A, (as well as 
surface [S]. 
its dual iI,) is a Comessati 
6. THE TANGENT DEVELOPABLE T 
6.1. We denote by T the tangent scroll of C,. Here we discuss the case x E T\A. So let 
x = x(s, t) + ra,x(s, t) for some (s: t) E Pi. The tangent T .+, tj C, projects to a cuspidal point 
PEC,. The three values (ni:~i) with P,(s,t;&,~~) = 0 determine trisecants to S in planes 
W(li,pi). Because of 
P,2(s,t;~i,~i) = d,P,2(s,t;ni,~i) = 0 
these three planes contain x(s, t) and x, hence the trisecants project to tritangents L,, L,, L, 
passing through p. Each Li meets S, in p and touches it in two other points. 
Fig. 2 
Let a:P + P, be the blow up of P, in the ten double points of S, and let E c f’ be the 
exceptional curve over p. Let x’, + P, be the double cover ramified over s”,, the proper 
transform of S,. E touches s”, in one point, so its inverse image in 8, splits into two rational 
curves E,, E, c 2,. 
We denote by Mi, MI c yX the two rational curves over Li, labelled such that the 
intersection umbers are 
M,.E, = M;.E, = 1, Mi.E, = M;.E, =0 
E; = MF = Mi2 = -2. (7) 
6.2. For 5 E P,\T u A it is possible to choose M, (Q, . . . , Me(<) over the six tritangents 
to S+rch that M,(t), . . . , Me(t) are disjoint and ZZy Mi({) + IZ:‘Ni(t) is the branch divisor 
for A, -P if,, with N,(t), . . . , N,,(t) c _fc the curves over the 10 exceptional rational 
curves in f’. For 5 approaching x we determine the limit of the branch divisor. 
The lattice H2(_fc,Z) is canonically isomorphic to H’(_?,,Z) for 5 in some neigh- 
bourhood of x. For one 5, hence for all of these r outside of T we choose disjoint lines 
M,(r), . . . , Me(t) over the six tritangents to S, as in [2, section 41. We assume that the 
tritangents underlying Ml (<), M2(5), MS(t) converge to L,, L,, L,. Then we have limit 
cycles 
Mi(x) = lim M,(r) = Mi + ciE, + diE2 (or MI + c,E, + diE2). 
c+x 
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Because of 
Mi(X)‘(El +EJ = Mi(X)'Mj(X) = 0 (i +A 
we find using (7) 
k&(X)2 = -2 
ci=l, di=O 
NOW M,(X). M,(X) = 0 would contradict 
M,(X) = Mi + El 9 
(or ci = 0, d, = 1). 
Mj(X) = Mj + E,. 
So, perhaps after interchanging E, and E,, we have 
Mi(x) = Mi + E, (i = 1,2,3) 
=4E,+E,+fMi+‘&Vi. 
1 2 
The square-free branch divisor 
E,+i:Mi+~Ni 
1 2 
consists of 16 disjoint rational curves. 
6.3. On .& we have an elliptic curve F over E 1. Its image F c A, is smooth elliptic and 
contains the image p0 E A, of the rational curve over E,. Choosing p0 E A, as origin, the 
other i-periods in F are the m,, m2, m3 coming from M,, M,, M,. 
The intersection matrix on A’, is 
An elliptic curve in A, complementary to F will have the class 
F’ = mH + nF with F” = 2m(5m + 3n) = 0. 
So, F’ is a rational multiple of 3H - 5F. 
6.4. The class 3H - 5F E H2(&, Z) is primitive. 
Proof: If not, F .(3H - 5F) = 9 implies that F, = $(3H - 5F) = H -$F is integral. So 
the elliptic curve F would represent an imprimitive class; contradiction. I 
We choose an elliptic curve F’ c Ax representing 3H - 5F and containing pO. 
6.5. The group G = F n F’ is isomorphic to Z, x Z,. 
Proof The canonical map cp: F x F’ --+ Ax has degree F. F’ = 9. For _YZ := q*Oa,(H) we 
have _Y’03 = q*UAx(3H) = 0, x F8 (9. (5F + F’)). The group G = ker cp lifts to Y in a com- 
mutative way. If G = Z,, then YIF = 0,(3p,) would be invariant under the projection of G 
into E, a cyclic group of order 9. This is impossible. I 
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7. TWELVE ICOSAHEDRAL PLANES 
7.1. The line x,, = x1 = 0 is a double tangent to C, with x0 = 0, resp. xi = 0 the 
osculating planes at the two points of contact. C, admits 6 such double tangents, the 
icosahedral group operates transitively on the 12 corresponding osculating planes. We call 
these planes icosahedral planes and restrict our attention to the plane {xi = O}. 
The center of projection x = (x,:0:x,: xg) is contained in lV(n,p) if 
n((n5 + 2p5)x, + 5A3/lZx, + 5;1p4x3) = 0. 
The root A = 0 gives W(0: 1): xi = 0, the five roots ;li:~i of 
p5(lz,p) = x,25 + 5x,J3pZ + 5x31p4 + 2x,$ 
define five further such planes. For x $ A, the plane W(0: 1) projects to a tritangent L E C,, 
the five other planes to tritangents Li, i = 0, . . . , 4. 
Theplanex,=OtouchesC,ate,=(O:O:l:O)andate3=(O:O:O:l)thereisacontactof 
order four. So two points of contact of L coincide (at p, the image of e3). Let qE T be the 
image of e,. 
7.2. We trace L up the fourfold cover (4): In Km & there are two smooth rational curves 
M, M’ over L, touching in one point (over p) and meeting transver;ally at another on, (over 
q). Take w.1.o.g. M to be part of the branch locus for AX + KmA,. So M’ lifts to A as an 
irreducible curve c. 
The cover c” + M’ has six branch points (one over q and five over T n T). Over p the 
curve c has a double point. The smooth model B of c” has genus 2, the image C c .& of c” 
has a triple point of type D, at a E AX, the point to which the curve over M contracts. 
The map B + xX induces a canonical epimorphism Jac(B) --, AX. Since (C.C),= 
5 (B * hwm 3 this morphism has degree five. Let b,, b, b’ be the three points on B lying over 
a, such that b and b’ correspond to the two touching branches of C. Taking b E B for origin, 
B c Jut(B) is symmetric under the involution x t--r - x, in particular b’ = - b. The Z, kernel 
of Jut(B) + ,& contains b and b’, so: 
7.3. b and b’ on the genus-2 curve B have the property 
0,(5b) = 0,(5b’) = C0,(5b,). 
The curve B “carries two points of order five” and & is the quotient of Jut(B) under the 
group Z, generated by these points. 
7.4. Finally we determine the equation for B in terms of x = (x,:0:x, :x2). Since x # A 
we have x0 # 0 and may project to the plane x0 = 0 with coordinates xi, x2, x3. The 
degenerate triple tangent L becomes x1 = 0. B is isomorphic to the double cover of L 
branched over q = (0: 1:O) and the five intersections of L with the planes W(& : pi), i.e. the 
points (0: x2 : x3) satisfying 
#/$#x, +/$x3) = 0. 
x,, # 0 implies lipi # 0. We may take x2 :x3 = - p: : A?. The points 2: : ,$ are the five roots of 
f(&p) defined by 
f(~2>P2) = P,(W.P5(k -4 
= x$w” + ~OX,X,~~~~ +(10x,x, + 25x$)A6p4 + 25x2x3A4# 
+ 25x:A2p4 +4x&u”. 
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After replacing x,, by 5x, it follows that 
&j&/L) = x;Y + 2x,x,14p + (2x,x3 + x;)A3$ +x*x312$ + x&?#+ 4x&5. 
Then B has e.g. the following equation in the affine U, v-plane 
Y2 = x;u5 +2x,x,244 +(2x,x, + xZ)tJ3 + X*X3UZ + x:u +4x;. 
8. COMMENTS 
8.1. An interesting question, posed by K. Hulek, which we cannot answer at the 
moment is to identify the diagonal quadric X,:x,x, + x2x3 in P,. Being the invariant of 
minimal degree for the SL(2, F,)-action, what kind of HM-surfaces does it parametrize? 
8.2. It should be possible to identify the intersections of the different surfaces in P, 
considered in this paper. The second author has e.g. explicit equations for A and the tangent 
scroll T. They are icosahedral invariants of degree 10, related to the unique lnvariant 
distinguishing the &,-action from the o,-action on P,, cf. here the comments at the end 
of [S]. 
8.3. It should be possible to identify the HM-surfaces parametrized by fixed points of 
the different subgroups of d,. 
8.4. What do our equations mean in terms of modular forms? 
8.5. We do not know how to find 5~ EP,\A belonging to 2, for given A,. Passing from 
A, to 2, the level structure is lost, so duality of abelian surfaces defines an involution on the 
space P,/JL?‘~ of d5-orbits only. 
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